
I was exhausted.
But finally I was driving home — finally driving home after a test in every class at school

and a three-hour gymnastics practice.
Thirty minutes later, my step-sister and I were set to watch the newest episode of The

Bachelor, something we do every Monday—  when my mom quietly walks into the room. She
sat down on the couch beside us and said… “We need to talk.”

And then she told us.
Told us Ja’Mill was going to be permanent. Our newest nine-month-old temporary foster

care placement is going to be permanent.
I was shocked.
Let's just say, I didn’t take it well — tears flood my eyes. I tuned out the rest of the

conversation. I just sat there in silence, trying to imagine what life would look like having a new
baby in the house.

I’ve been an only child my whole life and now a random nine-month-old is going to stay
in the room next to me? I’ve had only two older step-siblings that only live with me part time.
Why would I want a baby brother now?

Everything feels so sudden — I have no say in ANYTHING. At least I should be in
control of what my daily life looks like. But this ever-changing cycle of Ja’Mill living with us
on-and-off seems to never end.

Fostering Ja'mill was supposed to be just a one-time thing. I mean, we were only
supposed to have him for two nights.

*****

The first time we watched the timid baby with freshly braided cornrows and a grey
blanket he carried at all times, for just a few days — the second time, a few weeks.

I was just barely tolerating the cocomelon songs playing at 6 a.m. And the crying? It was
exhausting.

Secretly, I couldn’t wait for him to go back to his biological family.
I was trying my best to get him used to his new home, but I had no clue where to start —

absolutely no clue how to interact with him, no clue even how to hold him right.
I didn't know what time he went to sleep. I didn’t know which foods he liked. I didn’t

know anything about him. All that made it so hard to try to connect with him — much less make
him feel comfortable in this new place with total strangers to him.

Finally, after those first few weeks, my mom reluctantly dropped him off at the foster
agency. He was going back to his aunt where he was living. My mom slipped a note into his bag
that said:

Thanks for letting us watch him for a few days, I'm so glad you could take a break, and
let us know if you ever need a break again. We really enjoyed spending time with Ja’Mill and
here's my phone number.

Three weeks later, Ja’Mill was back.
And this time it was permanent.



The most challenging thing about Ja’Mill being back? My relationship with him. I was
confused. He didn’t feel like a brother.

I almost resented him.

******

I started to notice the anxious toddler who would tear up if he was five feet from my
mom, slowly becoming the confident kid at the playground who would go up to anyone and ask
to play with him.

After 12 never-ending months, Ja’Mill was almost two. It was then, our brother-sister
dynamic started to change. I was there for his first words, first steps and first birthday. Ja’Mill
started to thrive — he trusted us.

I finally started to realize — this dark brown eyed boy who adored every animal and
human he met, was more important than me right now.

I knew I needed to step into the big-sister role. I knew I wanted Ja’Mill to have someone
in his life, someone who would always be there for him. I wanted to be something stable in his
ever-changing, chaotic life.

******

Now, Ja’Mill is five.
He's now out of foster care — he lives with my family during the week and sees his mom

and two brothers on weekends.
And in the fall, he’ll start kindergarten.
And me? I’ve been the first volunteer on the sign-up sheet for every single one of

Ja’Mill’s zoo field trips, I’m the loudest on the sidelines of his preschool soccer games and the
first person he hugs when he walks in the door from school.

I’ve looked for Ja’Mill in the stands in all 26 of the basketball games I've cheered at —
and he’s always there.

We do everything together.
I can’t imagine life without Ja’Mill. He’s brought me a new sense of purpose. Because of

him I have the opportunity to be a “big sister” for other kids in foster care like him. He’s my best
friend. He’s helped me realize being a big sister is the best thing that’s ever happened to me.

Oftentimes people rule out being foster certified, rule it out completely because they’re
afraid. Afraid of getting ‘too attached’ to the children. But really, loving ‘too attached’ families are
the people the system needs the most.

I know first-hand the positive and negative effects of foster care. I know because of
Ja’Mill. He’s impacted so many lives, especially my own.

And I’m determined to accomplish one thing — become a foster parent.




